
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a program senior manager. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for program senior manager

Gathers feedback from the team to revise, improve and speed delivery of
future solutions to our customers
Leads multiple projects simultaneously, or manages part of a multi-
component program directly
Nominates and solicits participation of team members from key stakeholders
including Product Management, Product Owners, Scrum Masters,
Engineering Leads, Service & Support teams and other groups
Set timelines and budgets independently
Organizes cross-functional plans, ensuring completion of the program -
program is on schedule, within budget constraints and production launched
Owns regular meeting coordination, facilitation and documentation of
progress
Gathers status updates from the project teams and interprets inputs from the
teams to assemble a consolidated view of status
Owns ensuring alignment with key leaders of milestone achievement before
moving the program forward
Demonstrates the ability to see cross-functional impacts of decisions, project
plans and execution
Understands the Agile Methodology for solution delivery and can work with
all Agile roles as needed

Qualifications for program senior manager

Example of Program Senior Manager Job Description
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Experience managing complex and cross-functional projects with aggressive
schedules and scarce resources
Adept at making trade-offs to balance business vs technology
needs/constraints to resolve bottlenecks and deliver incremental value
Track record of being detail oriented with a demonstrated ability to self–
motivate and follow through on multiple projects
Passion for technology, digital content and voice experiences
Ability to understand business strategy, provide consultative business
analysis, and leverage technical skills to create insightful, effective Business
Intelligence solutions
Experience working in technology development, ideally dealing with online
fraud


